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Abstract We report the results of investigations of acoustic turbulence in a system
of nonlinear second sound waves in a high-quality resonator filled with superfluid
4He. It was observed that subharmonics of a periodic driving force applied to the
system may be generated via a parametric instability. We find that application of
an additional low-frequency pumping to the turbulent system results in the gener-
ation of waves at combination frequencies of the driving forces and also leads to
substantial changes in the energy spectrum of the acoustic oscillations.

PACS Numbers: 67.40.Pm; 67.60.Fp.

1 INTRODUCTION

Second sound (a temperature-entropy wave) is a macroscopic quantum effect that
arises in superfluids and perfect crystals1,2. The properties of second sound in
He-II have been studied extensively, both experimentally and theoretically over
many years. More recently, attention has been focused on the nonlinear acoustic
properties of He-II3,4,5. It is known1,2,6,7 that second sound is characterised by
strong nonlinear properties. As a result of this nonlinearity, a propagating roton
second sound pulse even of the quite small amplitudeδT ∼ 1 mK transforms into
a shock wave over a relatively small distanceL ∼ 1 cm from the source8.

The velocityu2 of second sound depends on its amplitude and, to a first ap-
proximation, can be written as

u2 = u20(1+αδT) (1)
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whereu20 is the wave velocity at negligibly small amplitude,δT is the wave am-
plitude in temperatureT,
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∂
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)

,

is the nonlinearity coefficient of second sound, andC is the heat capacity per unit
mass of liquid helium at constant pressure.

The nonlinearity coefficientα may be either positive or negative, depending on
the temperature and pressure1,7. Under the saturated vapour pressure, in the region
of roton second sound (i.e. atT > 0.9 K) α is positive (α > 0) for T < Tα = 1.88
K, just like the nonlinearity coefficient of conventional sound waves in ordinary
media. However, it is negative (α < 0) in the rangeTα < T < Tλ . HereTλ = 2.176
K is the temperature of the superfluid-to-normal (He-II to He-I) transition under
the saturated vapour pressure. AtT = Tα , α passes through zero.

Second sound in He II within a high-Q resonator was recently used for an
experimental study of acoustic or Burgers turbulence (BT) in a system of nonlinear
sound waves9. Note that this turbulent state is radically different from quantum
turbulence10 (QT) in He II because the density of quantised vortices is close to
zero. Furthermore, the motions of both the normal and superfluid components
can be considered as being to a first approximation potential. BThas been at the
focus of numerous investigations during the last few decades in view of its many
important applications in engineering and fundamental science11,12,13.

There are huge advantages in the use of roton second sound waves for the
study of BT, including: the possibility of adjusting the nonlinearity coefficient of
the second sound simply by changing the bath temperature, thusenabling one to
study both nearly linear, and strongly nonlinear, waves whileusing exactly the
same experimental techniques; the excellent time-resolutionof the measurements
due to the relatively small velocity of the second soundu20 ≤ 20 m/s; and the
ease with which the spectral characteristics of the driving force can be adjusted
by changing the electrical signal applied to the heater used to generate the second
sound.

It has been established9 that a steady-state Kolmogorov-like wave energy cas-
cade of acoustic turbulence can be formed in He II. It involves a flux of energy
through the spectral range towards high frequencies, and arises when a periodic
driving force of sufficiently high amplitude is applied at one ofthe resonant fre-
quencies of the cavity. There is a smooth crossover in the system of second sound
waves from the nearly linear regime at low driving amplitudes, to anonlinear
regime and, further, to developed turbulence at high driving amplitudes.

Here we demonstrate that acoustic waves with frequencylower than the driv-
ing frequency can also be generated due to nonlinearity. We report also the initial
results of a study of the influence of an additional low-frequencyperiodic driving
force on the steady-state turbulent energy distribution. We find that the application
of a weak low-frequency perturbation to the turbulent system leadsto the excita-
tion of additional degrees of freedom – standing waves with frequencies equal
to combinations of the main and additional driving frequencies. A redistribution
of wave energy between the newly excited states leads to a decrease in the am-
plitudes of the nonlinearly generated waves in the high-frequency domain of the
spectrum. We comment that turbulence “damping” on switching on the additional
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energy input at low frequencies may be useful, for example in the control14 of
turbulence.

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1 Experimental Techniques

The experimental arrangements were similar to those used earlier9 for the study of
acoustic turbulence excited by a periodic driving force. We use a thin-film heater
to generate the second sound, and a thin-film thermometer (a superconducting
bolometer) as a detector. Use of a high-Q resonator enables us to create nonlinear
second sound standing waves of high amplitude with only small heat production
at the source. The wave amplitudeδT can be changed from 0.05 mK up to a few
mK. The resonator was formed by a cylindrical quartz tube of lengthL = 7 cm
and inner diameterD = 1.5 cm. The film heater and bolometer were deposited on
the surfaces of flat glass plates capping the ends of the tube. The measurements
reported below were conducted under the saturated vapour pressureatT = 2.08 K
whereα ≈−7.6 K−1. TheQ-factor of the resonator, determined from the widths
of longitudinal resonances at small heat flux densities, wasQ∼1000 for resonance
numbersp≤ 10 andQ∼ 3000 for 30< p < 100.

In the present experiments, the heater could be driven by either or both of two
external sinusoidal voltage generators in the frequency range between 0.1 and 100
kHz. When driving simultaneously at two frequencies the voltage applied to the
heater was equal to

U(t) = U1cos(ω1t +ϕ1)+U2cos(ω2t +ϕ2). (2)

The heat flux density emitted by the heater is proportional to the square of the
voltageU(t) applied to the heater,

W(t) = U2(t)/RS, (3)

whereRandSare resistance and area of the heater. In the measurements reported
below we applied a low-frequency driving force withω2 < ω1 andU2 < U1. In
order to drive at a single frequencyω1, the driving voltageU2 was set to zero, in
which case only a standing wave of frequencyωd1 = 2ω1 was excited.

If U1 andU2 are both nonzero then, in accordance with Eqs. 2 and 3, the fre-
quencies of the excited second sound standing waves are equalto ωd1 = 2ω1,
ωd2 = 2ω2, andωd3,4 = ω1±ω2. Two types of measurements were conducted in
the latter case. In each of them the main driving frequencyωd1 was always set
equal to one of the longitudinal resonant frequencies of the cavity. In measure-
ments of the first type second sound waves were excited by pumping effectively
at the single frequencyωd1: the additional driving frequencyωd2 was set far from
any resonant frequency (typically,ωd2 ∼ 1 Hz), and, hence, the amplitudes of the
second sound waves excited at the additional frequenciesωd2, ωd3 andωd4 were
negligibly small due to high quality of the resonator. In measurements of the sec-
ond type, the frequencyωd2 was set equal to some resonant frequency of the cav-
ity. In this case second sound waves were excited simultaneously at four resonant
frequenciesωd1, ωd2, ωd3 andωd4. In both cases the bolometer signalA(t) was
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Fig. 1 Energy spectra of standing second sound waves measured atT = 2.08 K when driving at
a single frequency of the 32nd resonance. The ac heat flux density wasW = 5.4 W/cm2 (a) and
42.1 W/cm2 (b).

recorded and stored in computer memory. The second sound distribution over fre-
quency was Fourier-analysed and the steady-state energy spectra were computed
as

Eω = const×|Aω |
2, (4)

whereAω is the time Fourier transform of the measured signalA(t). We now
present the results of these measurements in Sec. 2.2.

2.2 Experimental Observations

Figure 1 shows the spectra of standing second sound waves measured when driv-
ing at frequency of the 32nd resonance,ωd1/2π = 3180 Hz. In this measurement
the additional driving voltage wasU2 = 0. The ac heat flux density wasW = 5.4
W/cm2 (plot (a)) and 42.1 W/cm2 (plot (b)). The temperature of the helium bath
wasT = 2.08 K.
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Fig. 2 Energy spectra of standing second sound waves measured atT = 2.08 K when driving
at a single frequency of the 40th resonance (a) and simultaneously at two frequencies on the
9th and 40th resonances (b). The main driving frequency isωd1/2π = 4020.6 Hz; the additional
driving frequency isωd2/2π = 858.3 Hz. The inset at the plate (b) shows an enlarged part of the
spectrum near the 2nd harmonic ofωd1 in semi-log scale.
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It is seen in Fig. 1(a) that spectral peaks are created at frequencyωd1 and its
harmonics, similarly to our earlier observation9. Formation of the spectrum is at-
tributable to a cascade transfer of wave energy through the frequency scales due to
nonlinearity, thus establishing an energy flux inK-space directed from the driving
frequency towards the high-frequency domain, and, hence, an acoustic turbulent
state in the system of second sound waves (see Refs.11,12,15for general theory).
At such a small ac heat flux density the amplitude of the wave offrequency equal
to half the driving frequency,ωd1/2 = ω1, is negligibly small and is comparable
with the amplitude of electrical noise.

At high driving voltage, however, formation of a peak at the frequency equal
to half the driving frequencyωd1/2 is clearly seen in Fig. 1(b). Its amplitude is
of the same order as the amplitude of fundamental peak atωd1. Generation of
this subharmonic is probably caused by nonlinear three-wave processes in which
a wave of frequencyωd1 decays into two waves with frequenciesωd1/2 due to
a parametric instability11, i.e. by the nonlinear process opposite to confluence of
two waves, which causes generation of high frequency harmonics.We found that
the peak at frequencyωd1/2 wasnot observed when driving at frequencies of
the nearest resonances with odd resonant numbers (31st,etc), that supports our
inference. As mentioned earlier9, excitation of a subharmonic of the driving fre-
quency leads to an effective decrease of the inertial interval offrequencies where
the turbulent spectrum is established.

Figure 2 presents some typical experimental results obtained when driving si-
multaneously at two frequencies (U1 andU2 both being nonzero). The ac heat flux
density at the main driving frequencyωd1 wasW1 = 21.5 mW/cm2, and the ac
heat flux densities at the additional driving frequencies wereW2 = 0.16W1 = 3.4
mW/cm2 at the frequencyωd2 andW3,4 = 0.8W1 = 17.2 mW/cm2 at the frequen-
ciesωd3 andωd4.

Fig. 2(a) shows the steady-state energy spectrum of second sound waves mea-
sured when driving effectively at a single frequency of the 40th resonance (mea-
surements of the first type). It is evident from Fig. 2(a) that the fundamental spec-
tral peak lies at the driving frequencyωd1, and a subharmonic peak of comparable
amplitude lies at half the driving frequencyωd1/2. The high-frequency peaks ap-
pear at harmonics of both the fundamental driving frequency and its subharmon-
ics,ωn = n×ωd1/2 with n = 1,2,3. . ..

Fig. 2(b) shows the spectrum obtained in a measurement of the second type,
when the driving frequencyωd2 was set equal to the 9th resonant frequency, in
addition to the main drive. The frequenciesωd3,4 lay far from any longitudi-
nal resonance of the cavity, and waves with these frequencies were not excited.
It is clearly seen that additional peaks are formed atcombinationfrequencies
ωmn = m×ωd1 + n×ωd2 (wheren andm are integer numbers) along with har-
monics of the main driving frequency. These peaks are evidently formed through
nonlinear interactions between the waves at the main and additional driving fre-
quencies. This phenomenon is similar to the generation of combination frequen-
cies during the propagation of light through a nonlinear optical medium16. For-
mation of Stokes and anti-Stokes satellites of the 2nd harmonics of the main drive
at frequenciesω = 2ωd1±ωd2, corresponding to “absorption” and “emission” of
the second sound waves with frequencyωd2 due to nonlinearity, is clearly seen in
the spectrum shown in the inset of Fig. 2(b).
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Fig. 3 Calculated energy distributions of nonlinear second soundwaves. Solid squares: driving
at the 6th resonant frequency of the resonator; open circles: driving simultaneously at the 5th
and 6th resonant frequencies. The low-frequency ac heat fluxdensityW2 is equal to 0.1× the ac
heat flux densityW1 at the main driving frequency.

It is evident from Fig. 2 that the inertial interval of frequencies isreduced by
application of the additional driving force to the system: the characteristic fre-
quencyω ′/2π, at which the peaks fall below the electrical noise level (∼ 10 a.u.)
is decreased from∼ 110 kHz in Fig. 2(a) to∼ 82 kHz in Fig. 2(b). Note that a
very similar effect – reduction of the high-frequency oscillations by application
of an additional low-frequency perturbation to a turbulent system– was recently
observed in experiments with capillary waves on the surface of liquid hydrogen17.

2.3 Numerical Calculations

To try to understand how the application of a low frequency perturbation affects
the turbulent distribution, we have performed a numerical study ofthe dynam-
ics of nonlinear second-sound waves within the high-Q resonator. The numerical
technique was similar to that used earlier in studies of the formation of steady-
state turbulent second sound spectra9. Figure 3 shows the calculated changes in
the steady-state energy spectrum of second sound after switching on the low-
frequency perturbation. We assumed that the main driving force is applied at the
6th resonant frequency and that the additional driving force is applied at the 5th
resonant frequency. It is clearly evident that application of a small perturbation
with W2 ∼ 0.1W1 (i.e. not much different from the ratio of 0.16 used in the exper-
iments) leads to the formation of waves with frequencies equal tocombinations
of the driving force frequencies and to asubstantialreduction in wave amplitude
at frequencies above the main driving frequency. Generation of waves with fre-
quencies lower thanωd2, i.e. the 1st, 2nd,etc, resonances, as seen in Fig. 3 (open
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circles), is caused by excitation of combination frequencies ofthe main and ad-
ditional drive,ωd1−ωd2 and its harmonics. Numerical estimation shows that the
total wave energyEhf contained in the high frequency domain (waves with reso-
nance numbersp≥ 7) is decreased by∼ 4× after the additional driving force is
applied. The reason for the damping of the high-frequency turbulent cascade is
probably an outflow of energy from the high-frequency spectral domain towards
the low-frequency energy-containing domain after application of the perturbation.
We plan to study this phenomenon in detail in the near future.

3 CONCLUSIONS

We have shown in experiments with a turbulent system of second sound waves
in a high-Q resonator filled with superfluid helium that acoustic waves with fre-
quency lower than the driving frequency may be generated due to nonlinearity:
a sound wave with frequency equal to half the driving frequency (subharmonic
of the driving frequency) may be excited at relatively large ac heat flux densi-
ties. We suppose that the subharmonic is generated through a decay instability of
the wave excited by an external drive. We have also found in both experiments
and numerical calculations that application of an additional low frequency driving
force to a turbulent system of second sound waves results in the excitation of addi-
tional acoustic oscillations with frequencies equal to combination frequencies of
the main and additional driving forces. The amplitudes of the second sound waves
in the high frequency spectral domain are decreased when the additional driving
force is applied. Suppression of the turbulent cascade in the high-frequency do-
main is probably caused by redistribution of the wave energy among newly excited
states in the low-frequency energy-containing region.
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